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Instant Black Coffee

Coffee that I brew on my own
“Specialty micro ground coffee”

A stick pouch of iBrew specialty blending along with hot boiled water will allow 

anyone easily enjoy a cup of café-quality coffee, full and rich taste of americano 

anytime, anywhere. CMGT(Cryogenic Micro Grinding Technology) in the 

manufacturing process makes its taste and flavor deeper and richer.

Available Products

iBrew
Hazelnut Flavor

30 sticks / 100 sticks

“Therapy with coffee flavor”
- Instant coffee with delicate aroma of hazelnut.

Recommend to those who like soft and delicate taste of 

hazelnut flavored coffee.

“Sweet chocolaty”
- Sweet chocolaty added to instant coffee. Recommend to  

those who like aromatic flavor of chocolate and caramel, 

and their balanced combination.

“Smoky aroma”
- Instant coffee with aromatic and smoky flavor. 

Recommend to those who like dark roasted coffee 

containing moderate sourness and stately body.

iBrew
Mocha Black

30 sticks / 100 sticks

iBrew
Dark Blend

30 sticks / 100 sticks
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Instant Latte

iBrew
Green Tea Latte

10 sticks

“Deep and rich green tea latte”
- 100% Korean origin green tea in the product keeps the latte’s 

freshness much longer.

- 5.3% content of pure Korean made green tea locks the green 

tea latte’s original taste and flavor.

- Increased content of milk creamer offsets bitterness peculiar 

to green tea.

“Softness of Africa”
- Using roasted coffee beans that Q Grader selected.

- 100% Ethiopia Yirgacheffe Arabica coffee bean.

- Fresh creamer along with Yirgacheffe blend adds softness to 

your latte.

iBrew
Yirgacheffe Latte
Yirgacheffe Latte Double Shot

10 sticks / 30 sticks

ROASTING POINT LIGHT ■■■■■□□□DARK

Arabica coffee bean

“Arabica 100%”
- iBrew Latte only uses 100% Arabica coffee beans 

recognized around the world, with which the latte makes  

wonderful combination of soft taste and sweet flavor.

Latte that I brew on my own
“Taste you would experience from hands of a barista with a convenient recipe”

iBrew Latte uses milk contained creamer which makes deep and soft taste of latte. 

Also, a CMGT process, grinding original ingredients under minus 196 ℃, not only 

preserves nutrients, taste and flavor that those ingredients possess originally, but 

makes it dissolve well in water enabling you to drink it easily.

Available Products
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3 in 1 Coffee Mix

Choose instant coffee smart
Experience rich taste of premium coffee mix made of 100% Brazil Arabica coffee and 

natural casein.

Available Products

“Coffee mix with 100% Brazil Arabica”
- Brazil Coffee is known for its balanced taste and flavor, and loved by coffee lovers    

around the world for the chocolate and nutty aftertaste. 

- With over 20 years of experience and accumulated processing techniques of coffee 

beans, Korea Mcnulty finds the best recipe of coffee satisfying everyone’s taste.
100% Arabica coffee beans

“Deep and rich flavor of 100% Arabica coffee beans”
- Arabica coffee bean is known for premium coffee having distinguished sweet and sour tastes 

and less caffeine compared to the other beans

Natural casein (milk)

“Natural casein in mix coffee”
- Natural Casein extracted from milk makes the taste of coffee soft and strengthens coffee’s 

elemental taste.

Brazil Arabica Coffee Mix

50 sticks / 100 sticks / 200 sticks
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Hand Drip Coffee Bag

Premium coffee bag comes in easy-to-use
Hand-drip coffee packed individually for a single use in special drip bag filled with ground 

coffee. A cup of tasteful coffee can be available wherever you are with Mcnulty’s

disposable hand drip coffee bag and hot water. 

Available Products

Hand Drip Coffee
Colombia Supremo

7 bags

“Winds of Andean highlands”
- Colombia Supremo coffee bean, with a screen size of 

17 or more, has a clean taste with restrained sourness 

and bitterness.

BODY ■■■

ACIDITY ■■■

SWEETNESS ■■■

BITTERNESS ■■■

BALANCE ■■■■■

“Everything about coffee”
- Brazil NY coffee bean, certified by Brazil 

Government, gives nutty taste peculiar to Brazil    

bean, delicate flavor, mild and silky body with 

subtle sweetness.
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“Queen of coffee”
- Most of Yirgacheffe coffee beans are grown in semi-

domestic environment, which increases refreshing 

flavor and sweetness. It is characterized by rich and 

soft taste with berries and orange scent in it.

Hand Drip Coffee
Brazil Cerrado NY2

7 bags

Hand Drip Coffee
Ethiopia Yirgacheffe G2

7 bags
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Available Products

“Feast of sweet flavor”
- Ethiopia Koke Honey is a special coffee grown in  

Koke region providing a high body texture and  

sweetness. It is distinguished by berries’ 

dulcetness and orange’s freshness.

BODY ■■■

ACIDITY ■■■■

SWEETNESS ■■■■■

BITTERNESS ■■

BALANCE ■■■■

“Pearl of Africa”
- Kenya AA coffee beans have superior taste and 

flavor. It is Bourbon coffee beans with size of over  

18, and grown largely in high mountain with 

altitude at around 1900M.
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“Quintessence of Brazil coffee”
- Brazil Santarosa is specialty coffee cultivated in Santarosa

farm and provides a full of richness contained in coffee and 

various flavor. Its famous sweetness and body texture is 

loved around the world.

Premium coffee bag comes in easy-to-use
Hand-drip coffee packed individually for a single use in special drip bag filled with ground 

coffee. A cup of tasteful coffee can be available wherever you are with Mcnulty’s

disposable hand drip coffee bag and hot water. 

Hand Drip Coffee Bag

Hand Drip Coffee
Ethiopia Koke Honey

7 bags

Hand Drip Coffee
Kenya AA

7 bags

Hand Drip Coffee
Brazil Santarosa

7 bags



Portion Coffee

Portion Coffee  
Americano Black

8 capsules

- Mcnulty Portion Coffee Americano Black is 

distinguished for soft and mild taste blended with Brazil 

coffee beans. Try hot or cold beverage with a single    

portion or two if you go for deep and strong americano.

- Mcnulty Portion Coffee Hazelnut Flavor has delicate 

aroma of savory hazelnut harmonized with coffee beans.   

Enjoy a sweet and mellow hazelnut coffee with a bottle 

of water or mix it with various types of foods according 

to your preference.
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Having a brewed coffee couldn’t be any easier
Pouring it into water or milk is all you have to do to taste brewed coffee. Mcnulty Portion 

Coffee is a form of capsule with condensed coffee in it, making it convenient to carry 

around. Take this with you when you go fishing, camping or hiking  to enjoy quality coffee 

wherever you are. Add portion coffee to your ice cream, muffins and even a glass of beer 

to amplify the taste of your favorites. 

Available Products

Portion Coffee  
Hazelnut Flavor 

8 capsules



Thank you for choosing Korea Mcnulty.

Based on Mcnulty’s know-how accumulated for 26 years in the coffee industry, we 
are able to do the followings;

• Delivering and supplying of Mcnulty brand products

• Manufacturing various types of coffee and tea products under OEM agreement

• Any business related to roasted and green coffee bean

Jun Na

Korea Mcnulty Co., Ltd.

Tel: +82-10-7195-8619

Email: hjna@mcnulty.co.kr

Website: www.mcnultykorea.com

Mcnulty B/D, 152 Yeonhui-ro, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, South Korea

mailto:hjna@mcnulty.co.kr
http://www.mcnultykorea.com/

